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Ring Wall II 

 
The new Helo Ring Wall is an impressive natural stone heater, well suited for family-sized or even small 
residential saunas. The novelty heater is installed to the wall and is therefore a real space-saver.  
Helo Ring Wall is an excellent choice for those who appreciate practicality, classy design and the soft 
pleasant steam of a natural stone heater. This heater both delivers the benefits, and only takes up less 
than a half square meter of floor space – and that’s including safety clearances! 
The new Helo Ring Wall stands out first by its open design, with the irregular natural stones and the 
geometric brushed steel housing complementing each other beautifully. And when a ladle of water is 
thrown onto the stones, the heater surrounds you with pleasant and smoothly soft steam. 
Helo Ring Wall heaters are suitable for saunas with a capacity of 4-13 m3 and with a minimum height of 
190 cm. There are several controller options: Helo Easy, Helo Midi, Helo Digi I or Helo Digi II. A WE 
series contactor box is required. Please choose the type of box depending on the electrical wiring on site. 
Helo Ring Wall is 445 mm wide, 335 mm deep and 525 mm high, and takes 37 kg of heater stones. 
 
Statistics:  Ring Wall 45 STJ 
Requires 20amp single phase, power  
Sauna room size: 4-6m³ (4.5kW) 
Dimensions of heater: height 445mm x length 550mm x width 350mm 
Weight of stones: 37kg   
Minimum gap to side wall: 50mm 

 

 
 

Statistics:  Ring Wall 60 STJ 
Requires 32amp single phase, power  
Sauna room size: 5-9m³ (6kW) 
Dimensions of heater: height 445mm x length 550mm x width 350mm 
Weight of stones: 37kg 
Minimum gap to side wall: 70mm 
 
Statistics:  Ring Wall 80 STJ 
Requires 32amp single phase, power  
Sauna room size: 8-13m³ (8kW) 
Dimensions of heater: height 445mm x length 550mm x width 350mm 
Weight of stones: 37kg 
Minimum gap to side wall: 100mm  
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